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In this talk we look at examples of text material prepared for
two different communities in Mexico: Ayutla Mixe and Seri
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I In particular, we look at the following issues
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I
I

the formats that texts in native languages are presented in
(bilingual or monolingual)
different approaches to editing and preparing material
collaboratively
different approaches to accommodating dialectal variation
taking into consideration local literacy levels in planning the
presentation of the text material
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Linguist-oriented publications
I
I
I
I
I
I

Levy & Beck (eds.) 2012, Totonac and Tepehua narrative texts
Barreras 2014, Guarijı́o texts
Palancar (ed.) 2009, San Ildefonso Otomi
Estrada et al. (eds.) 2010, Yaqui
Lastra 1997, Ixtenco Otomi
Journals Tlalocan and also IJAL’s ILAS supplement
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In Ayutla, 64% of the population is reported to have some
degree of literacy in Spanish and literacy in Mixe is effectively
non-existent
I

There are few printed materials in Mixe (for all of the dialects),
although the number has increased over the past decade
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collected narratives in Ayutla Mixe
I Years later, Romero decided to publish 10 texts, in addition to
2 more that were recorded later
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9 texts are popular narratives (similar to parables, myths,
fables and other folk tales)
3 narratives are related to town history (or are personal
histories): how people used to live and what people used to do
2 introductory chapters were added
I

I

one gives an overview of the Mixe people, their language, and
the editorial process
the other presents a study about the Mixe writing system
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The target population for the
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I

General community,
particularly teenagers or
people under 40, with
secondary or college
education

I

School teachers

I

Spanish speaking readers
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narrative couplets, parallelisms, sound changes, among others
(cf. Edmonson 1978, Brody 1986, Maxwell 1987, Montes de
Oca 2004, Suslak 2010, inter alia)

The final version of the Mixe and Spanish texts were reviewed
and edited to ensure fluent presentation, all the while
maintaining correspondence between the 2 versions
The stories were then shared with some Mixe speakers to get
feedback
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Outside the community
I

I
I

I

It has had little impact on Mixe people living in Mexico City or
Oaxaca City
It has been used for L2 Mixe classes
People who do not speak Mixe find it fascinating to read
about Mixe culture
It creates awareness of the fact that indigenous languages have
writing systems
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Seri is a language isolate spoken
by around 900 people along the
coast of the Gulf of California in
Sonora, Mexico
I

I

Literacy in Seri is quite low
with only a few exceptions
In recent years, use of
Spanish has been on the
rise, especially with children
I

The materials created so
far are directed at young
speakers and school
teachers who have little
to no literacy training
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I wrote an introduction in Spanish discussing the editorial
process, the orthographic system used and the content of the
Seri texts
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I

in order to promote reading in Seri and to avoid the exclusive
use of the Spanish translation
with the target audience being Seri speakers (especially
younger ones) where Seri is strongly competing with Spanish

In other words, I wanted to challenge my target audience and
evaluate the result
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The cons of the editorial decisions include the following
I

I

I

Many of the teachers in the Seri villages are not Seri speakers,
thus, making this material difficult for them to use
Spanish dominant children showed more difficulty reading the
material
Individuals who are interested in Seri culture will have
limitations, but the introduction tries to compensate for that
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However, they also differ in certain ways
I We took different approaches to presenting the text material
I

I

In the Ayutla Mixe case, Romero chose to present the text
bilingually, in a mirrored format
Whereas in the Seri case, I chose to stick a monolingual
presentation to prevent speakers from reading exclusively the
Spanish part
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we considered literacy levels in both languages
dialectal variation
the distribution of the publication (how and where)
take into consideration migrant populations located outside
of the primary speaker community

In general, all of these considerations are aimed at creating
guidelines on how to create such material
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Closing remarks
I

I

Developing standards for the creation of text material
stemming from language documentation projects (or at least
talking about them!) can help us be more successful in
creating and implementing such material
It can also allow us to be more realistic in planning the time
and resources necessary for this component of a
documentation project
I

I

I

As well as allow for more realistic expectations from
granting agencies
And expectations and recognitions from academic review
boards

Finally, it’s crucial to distinguish between texts designed for
use by different audiences
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